
Ihidised iron formation, located about 3040 
Ler Fault Zone. Gold generally occurs with 
hd arsenopyrite. 
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i in several joint venture projects throughout 
$lately $14 million on diamond exploration 
;as been involved in the discovery of four 
Id id-bear ing  but mmnomic. During on- 
'; property in the summer of 1996, diamond- 

SMP Lake area suggested that the source of 
C m e l l  property with the most likely source 
program in the spring of 1996 focus- 
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geophysical targets under Snap Lake and intersected narrow kimberlite dikes in four 
holes. A re-interpretation of glacial aanspoa directions m the summer of 19% lead 
to re-onentation of the sampliig program. During this program, concentrations of 
pyropes and kimberlitic chmi te  were recovered from till samples, five separate 
locations of kunberlite boulders were found, and two of these boulders that were 
analyzed contained significant quantities of diamonds. In addition, a total of 26 
diamonds have now been recovered from till samples in the Snap Lake area. 
The except id  exploration results that have been obtained on the Camsell property 
form the basis of a signifcant program comprising mainly geophysics and diamond 
drilliig that is expected to begin in late January, 1997. 

1k50 T!nrraine, Jajay Ring, BC 
Don Mustard, Lysaiuier Got2 Corporaiion 

Dunng 1996 a modest pmgramof dianxmd drilling m the Lorraine property in noah 
central BC provided encouraging results. The continuity of the Bishop Zone was 
confirmed ty a dnll xctim some 200 metres south of the original semon drilled in 
1994. Some of the mineralization is semi-massive with values up to 4% copper over 
3 metre drill sections. Hole # 9 6 4  assayed 1.49% copper over 32.2 m, open to 
depth. 

A program of r e g i d  talus fines and seep geochemical samples gave good response 
for the Main and Bishop Zones, and similar response from the North Cuque which 
is essentially untested by dnlliig. It appears that minimum objectives in terms of 
dunensions and grades (25 million tollnes at 1 % Cu equivalent) will be available from 
these zones. 

A major review of the regional geological setting of this unusual deposit identified, 
in airborne magnetic data, an annular anomaly some 10 km in diametre now called 
the Jajay Ring. It is speculated that t h ~ ~  stlucture may be related to a buried alkalic 
complex first proposed by Dr. Jahat Koo in 1968, that IS similar to the Palabora 
complex in south Africa. The meras~matic process which has affected the Duckling 
Creek alkal~c E!G was identitied as fenitisation. An empirical model is presented to 
suggest the why and wherefore of the Jajay Ring and proposes the seainn 0- 

for elephant hunting. Ln.p& h-L 
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